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Details of Visit:

Author: The Happy Punter
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 7 Mar 2014 15:00
Duration of Visit: 2 Hours
Amount Paid: 350
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Anna Williams
Website: http://annawilliamslondon.wordpress.com/
Phone: 07778580784

The Premises:

Anna's flat is situated south of the river and located a relative stone's throw from Borough tube
station.

A lovely flat - very neat and tidy and cared for - has that lovely feminine touch so to speak - and if I
may so, I realize interior design isn't of much interest to readers of PN reviews by and large - but I
loved the bathroom - spacious, clean and a terrific power shower!

An eye for detail you see and well, yes I take in many things and make all kinds of mental notes
when I visit a lady! So yes, the bathroom was lovely and did not disappoint!

The Lady:

Anna is without any shadow of a doubt deliciously proportioned and as she says on her website,
has an hour glass figure.

The pictures on her website gallery are lovely and most arresting and yes I know its a cliché but hey
there is nothing like a meeting a real woman in the flesh is there.

After the all so necessary and essential paperwork was out of the way - and she divested herself of
her dress revealing the most glorious and beautiful body - reveals like this are why I enjoy this
naughty hobby of ours - I thought yes I have hit the jackpot - get in!!

From the get go I knew I was going to have a great time..

The Story:
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And I truly did. Anna is really scintillating company - very bright, funny, well read and able to
converse on anything that cropped up.

I know a bit weird to start a review highlighting such things perhaps - but for me without them, a
punt can be pretty disappointing - we are all different I know but these things for me are really
important and I had them in bucket loads with Anna.

As I said above - the reveal was a wonderful moment - clearly I adore women and this lovely hobby
allows one to enjoy and appreciate a wide variety of gorgeous beautiful woman - and Anna is
precisely this - gorgeous and beautiful!

Anna let me enjoy her sumptuous body and boy did I do just that - I know its old fashioned and
many will groan on reading this, but I prefer to give first and then receive later and Anna is a most
generous receiver, if I may put it like this.

She is of course very generous in return and I could not have been happier as she showed her
appreciation for my attention to her - that's how it works right, a bit of give and a bit of take!

I noticed as we got underway that Anna just loves sex - I know that my appear self evident - but it is
not as self evident as one might think - but I love this quality because you know what - so do I!!

Well I had a great time that is all I am saying and OK if you must know, and I simply don't seem to
be able to explore or be to adventurous in this respect, but I just love things coming to a rising and
natural crescendo with the missionary position, I always say, I know people think its boring, but for
me its perfect in terms of what it delivers.

And my oh my does Anna deliver in this most pleasing of positions. I am sure she does in many
others to!!

Anyway I had a fantastic and most satisfying ending so to speak and lay there, as I often do in a
kind of post-coitial euphoria, thinking, 'Is this a kind of golden era of punting when one can meet so
many utterly delectable, sensational and sexy women.'

I concluded it is just that a golden age and I feel lucky to be enjoying it - Anna was truly golden and I
will most certainly return.

Oh and finally and qualities that mean a lot: Anna is very kind, very polite, caring and considerate
and most definitely a lady out of the bedroom but I can confirm a wild and decadent fantasy in it!!

Looking forward already to my return visit!!
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